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Abstract-Motivated by an application to load balancing in data-parallel finite element methods, 
we consider the following coloring question. Color an arbitrary, edge-to-edge triangulation T of a 
planar domain with two colors so that the largest connected group of same color triangles is as small 
as possible. We prove that it is always possible to have the largest such group containing at most 
two triangles and give an O(no. of triangles) algorithm for constructing the coloring. 
Keywords-Parallel computing, Graph coloring, Finite element methods, Load balancing, Pro- 
cessor allocation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a graph coloring problem motivated by load balancing issues in parallel finite element 
procedures. Our motivating example is presented briefly in Section 2. However, the coloring 
problem is quite simple and general so potential applications could possibly reach far beyond 
data-parallel finite element procedures. 
As a domain coloring problem, the following question is considered: 
Let R be a planar, polygonal domain and T a finite, edge-to-edge triangulation of St. 
Color the triangles in 0, each with one of two colors, so that the largest group of (1.1) 
adjacent triangles with the same color is as small as possible. 
It is well known that if the degree of each interior vertex in T is even (i.e., if the dual graph is 
bipartite), then T can be two-colored so that each triangle is adjacent to no other triangle with 
the same color-the largest group in (1.1) has size 1 triangle. Considerable research has been 
done on coloring questions, for example, the problem of finding a two-coloring for the points of 
a graph with the minimum number of pairs of adjacent points of equal color is an NP-complete 
problem, see, e.g., [l, p. 1961. One central theme is the complement of (1.1). Specifically, what 
are the fewest colors needed to ensure that the largest group of same color triangles is one triangle 
(the coloring number of the dual graph)? There are significant applications in which one wishes 
to restrict the coloring to only two colors yet allow the group size to increase, hence (1.1). One 
such example is described in Section 2. 
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The theorem proved in this paper is as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. An edge-t&edge, finite triangulation of a bounded surface can always be twe 
colored so that the largest edge-coherent group of triangles with the same color consists of at 
most two triangles. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is in fact an algorithm for producing the twocoloring. The algorithm 
involves an arbitrary initial coloring and then color adjustment by a sort of back tracking. In 
Section 3, it is proven that this algorithm’s complexity is at worst O(no. of triangles). This is 
clearly best possible when beginning with an arbitrary coloring (color initially all the triangles 
black). Further, if the number of ‘%iolations” is carefully defined (Section 3), that number is 
monotonically decreasing to zero. No table of “violations” need be assembled and no searches to 
update the table are necessary. 
Section 2 provides a brief motivating example for (l.l), illustrating the restriction to two colors. 
Section 3 reformulates (1.1) as a coloring question for graphs and both proves Theorem 1.1 and 
gives an algorithm for constructing the coloring in that context. 
2. A MOTIVATING APPLICATION 
Consider the solution of a linear, elliptic boundary value problem in a planar, polygonal domain 
by a finite element method. Letting T denote the edge-to-edge triangulation of R and 4j(xc,y) 
the nodal basis functions, the procedure leads to a linear system for the coefficients cj in 
uh(X, Y) = C Cj4jCx, Y)* 
all nodes 
Nj iIl T 
The linear system takes the form AT = f , where 
(2.1) 
eET 
where G is bilinear. If the finite element space Sk(n) is chosen to be, for example, the space 
of Crouzeix-Raviart (linear elements with nodes at mid-edges), the matrix A has a very simple 
structure [2,3], quite suitable for data-parallel computations. This structure of A leads naturally 
to the coloring question (1.1). 
Indeed, let T be colored with two-colors. For clarity, assume that the coloring is in accordance 
with Theorem 1.1: the isolated, same-color groups of triangles in the colored mesh are either 
a single triangle or two adjacent triangles. Calling the colors “RED” and “BLACK” define, 
analogously to (2.1), the matrices 
&.ED,jk := GMj, $k) dX, ABLACK,jk := G(6jy$k)dx. 
Thus A splits additively as 
A = ARED+ABLACK* (2.2) 
In [2,3], the following block diagonal structure for A~D and ABLACK was proven to hold: there 
are (explicitly cons&actable) permutation matrices ll~ and II, such that 
&A~ED@~ = diag(Rl,R2,..., RL~~,,,O,O,... ,O>, (2.3) 
where L RED is the number of groups of RED triangles (each “group” being either one red triangle 
or two adjacent red triangles) and the blocks RI,. . . , RL RED are either 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 local stiffness 
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matrices corresponding to one red triangle (3 x 3 case) or two adjacent red triangles (5 x 5 case). 
Analogously, (replacing “RED” by “BLACK”) 
~BABLACK~~ = diag(&,B2,... ,BL~~~~~,O,O,... ,O). 
The linear system AZ = f is equivalent to 
(2.4) 
and can now very efficiently be solved using the iterative methods in (2,3]. Each step of this 
procedure works only with subproblems of the form pl f A~D and p1 f ABLACK, where p > 0. 
Note that because of (2.3),(2.4) 
PI* ARED = & [d&W* Rl,p~f R2,... ,plf RL~~~,PI)]~R, 
(and similarly for ~~~ABLAcK). Thus, the subproblems completely uncouple into a large number 
of smaller linear systems of size either 3 x 3 or 5 x 5. In the data-parallel environment these 
subsystems are distributed to processors and then solved concurrently, see [2-51 for more problem- 
specific, algorithm-specific, or architecture-specific details. 
The optimal coloring is clearly one which results in blocks of exactly the same size, and very 
loosely speaking, the greater the differences in the sizes of the blocks, the greater the “waiting 
time” would be for the simplest distribution of one block to each processor. For adaptively 
constructed, hence unstructured triangulations T, it is clearly impossible to prespecify that each 
interior vertex must have even degree (see e.g., the examples in [5-71). Thus, (1.1) is a very 
important and natural question for this application. 
As to the use of more than two colors, if say, three colors are used, load balancing would be 
much easier. Nevertheless, the resulting algorithm would be much, much slower. Indeed, three 
colors lead to a three term additive splitting: A = A~D + ABLACK + AGREEN. 
There are natural generalizations of the splitting methods used in (2,3] to any number of 
additive terms. However, if three or more terms are used, their convergence rate is no better 
than Jacobi’s method or first order Richardson’s method-not desirable. Whereas, if only two 
additive terms are present, the iterative methods have the remarkable features, in addition to 
speed comparable to conjugate gradient type methods [4,5], of being [8] 
(i) convergent irrespective of the size of the skew symmetric part of the stiffness matrix A, [2], 
(ii) convergent for all parameters p > 0, allowing thus adaptive parameter selection or parai 
meter cycling. 
Thus, there are serious mathematical reasons to restrict the coloring of T to two colors, and 
attack the optimization issue via question (1.1). 
3. THE COLORING ALGORITHM 
Again let T be a finite triangulation of the domain 0. We call two triangles adjacent (or 
neighbors) if they share an edge. This defines a simple graph G = G(T) with the triangles as 
points and the pairs of adjacent triangles as edges. It is the dual of the graph formed by the 
vertices and edges of the triangles. Note that in G every point has degree I 3, i.e., has at most 
3 neighbors. A two-coloring (in the following simply called a coloring), of T and G is a map 
assigning to every triangle one of two colors: 1 and 2. A violation (at a) is a pair (a, {b, c}), 
where a, b, c are different triangles having the same color and b and c are neighbors of a, i.e., 
b, a, c is a monochromatic path in G. 
3 violations at a violation shifted from e to d 
Figure 1. 
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The following theorem states that there is a coloring without violations, and thus proves 
Theorem 1.1. It is in fact more general, since it does not assume that G is planar; therefore it 
can also be applied to triangulations of (parts of) other two-dimensional surfaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite graph in which every point has degree _< 3. Then there is a 
Z-coloting of the points of G in which no point of G shares its color with two Leighton. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that a coloring with violations can be changed in such a way that 
the number of violations is decreased. Suppose we have a coloring with a violation (a, (b, c}). 
We may suppose that a, b, c have color 1. The following cases can be distinguished, where d is a 
possible third neighbor of a. 
(A) a has degree 2 
(El) d has color 1 
(C) d has color 2 and all (0, 1, or 2) neighbors # a of d have color 1 
(D) d has color 2 and 
(Dl) has precisely one neighbor # a, which has color 2 
(D2) has two neighbors # a, both of color 2 
(D3) has two neighbors # a, one of color 1 and one of color 2. 
I 1 
1 1 
Figure 2. 
In Cases A, B, and C by changing the color of a, all (i.e., 1, 3, and 1 respectively) violations 
at a are cancelled, possibly also violations at a neighbor of a, but no new ones are introduced. 
Then we call a a point of improvement. If in Case D we change the color of a, we cancel the 
one violation at a, possibly also violations at a neighbor # d of a, and introduce one at d, even 
two in Case D2. We call this a shift from a to d. Note that from Case Dl we get into Case A 
(with d instead of a and the colors interchanged, of course) and from Case D2 into Case B. Then 
d has become a point of improvement and changing its color will have decreased the number of 
violations, by at least 0 + 1 = 1 and -1 + 3 = 2, respectively. From Case D3 we get into one of 
the Cases C or D, replacing the one violation at a by precisely one at d. See Figure 3, where the 
labels at the arrows show the change in the number of violations in the worst case. 
Improved ! 
Figure 3. 
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Now from Case D3 either we have found a point of improvement (Case C) or we can shift 
again, from d to a neighbor # a of d. We repeat shifting while we have not found a point of 
improvement, making a sequence of shifts along a walk a = so, al, ~2, . . . , where ai+r is the point 
we shift to from ai. Since a shift is always from a point to its unique neighbor of the other color, 
a shift from 2 to y cannot be followed immediately by a shift from y to 2 (no “shift-back”), so 
ai+1 # a+~. Suppose our sequence of shifts does not lead to a point of improvement. By the 
finiteness of G, then, the walk shows a repetition: there are j and k such that 0 < j < k - 2 
and ok_+1 = aj. So we can take the smallest k with the (weaker) property that there is a j with 
05 j<k-2andak aneighborofa~. Thenas,ur,... , ak are all different. Each of the points 
ai, 0 < i < k, has, apart from ai- and ai+l, a third neighbor bi, and as has two neighbors # al, 
bo and a-1, say. These neighbors need not all be different, but by definition of k, none of them 
is amongao,ar,... ,ak_r. Also bj = ak (if j = 0, we may have to interchange the names bo and 
u_~). Directly after the shift from ai.+1 to ai+s, 0 L i I k-2, the neighbors of ai (ai-r, ai+l, and 
bi) all have the same color, opposite to that of ai. These colors stay unchanged until after the 
shift from Q-1 to ak. In particular this holds for i = j. But this means that the violation, now 
at a& is of Type C. We have shown that each sequence of shifts reaches a point of improvement, 
not later than when we have reached a neighbor of a point already on our walk. If we end up in 
Case A or C, then neither the number of violations nor that of points where violations occur has 
been increased, and the final improvement decreases both numbers. If we end up in Case B, then 
in the end both numbers have been decreased by at least 2, we have “swept up” the violations 
in at least two different points. I 
Note that the proof does not assume that G is planar. Therefore, the theorem can also be 
applied to triangulations of (parts of) other 2-dimensional surfaces. The method in the proof 
can also be used on a partial coloring of G (in fact, on the subgraph of G spanned by the points 
that have already been colored). So one could proceed as follows. Color the points one by one, 
if possible avoiding violations. One can always color a point x by a color that is shared by at 
most one neighbor of z. If this introduces a violation, this is either of Case B (and it can be 
eliminated at once) or of Case D. In the latter case, one can immediately start a sequence of shifts 
(the advantage being that the colored part of the graph is still small) or wait till the coloring is 
complete (hoping that the later shift will cancel violation in two points). 
Below we write down explicitly the algorithm suggested by the proof. The triangles are num- 
bered 1 to N. The input could consist of, for instance, an iV x 3 matrix, the ith row containing 
the (numbers of) the neighbors of triangle i. Furthermore, one only needs a list color of length N 
to store the colors of the triangles. Note that a sequence of shifts ending with an improvement 
never introduces new violations, so the search for violations needs to go only once through the 
list color, that is continuously kept up to date. 
BEGIN 
Assign a color to every triangle, in an arbitrary way 
FOR i FROM 1 to N 
DOc:=i 
WHILE c has two neighbors having the same color as c 
DO change the color of c 
IF c has a neighbor d of the same color 
THEN c := d 
FI 
OD 
OD 
END 
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The algorithm will need at most N walks of length N (so, at first glance, be 0(N2)), since each 
sequence of shifts decreases the number of points where violations occur by at least 1. It does 
not, seem useful to look at the number of recolorings to get a better estimate for the complexity, 
since examples show that a point may very well be recolored more than once, but there is another 
approach. 
Since a graph is bipartite, by definition, if it admits a 2-coloring without monochromatic l- 
paths, an optimal 2-coloring of a graph could be defined as a 2-coloring with a minimum number 
of monochromatic l-paths. The coloring we are after could be considered as optimal in another 
sense: having to admit monochromatic l-paths avoid such P-paths. This appeared possible for 
graphs of maximal degree 5 3. We did not bother to minimize at the same time the number of 
monochromatic l-paths, although the algorithm is a step in that direction, since an improvement 
in Cases A, B, C decreases the number of monochromatic edges by 2,3,1, respectively, and a shift 
in Case D decreases that number by 1. However, this implies that the total number of shifts and 
improvements is not larger than the number of edges, which is at most $N, by the handshaking 
lemma. Since each shift and each improvement involves a number of steps (testing colors of 
neighbors) bounded by a constant and the search for violations need go only once through the 
list of points (no new violations being introduced), the algorithm is of order O(N). We 
remark that the same argument. could have been used in the proof to show that a sequence of 
shifts is finite; it would have given less detailed information on the sequences of shifts, however. 
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